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Thank you for your letter of 20 January setting out the specific points you raised at
our meeting for further consideration. I will address each of your points in turn.

Under the Track Access Agreement, Schedule 4 compensation is paid to train
operating companies (TOCs) by Network Rail when planned works restrict access to
parts of the railway for which the TOC has previously paid Network Rail for the right
to operate on. Schedule 8 compensation is paid to TOCs to compensate them for
unplanned disruption to services.

This compensation is intended to cover the fare revenue loss as well as any costs
that are incurred, for example additional staff required to assist passengers, operate
replacement buses communicate the changes to passengers and Passenger's
Charter delay/repay compensation.

Schedule 4 and 8 compensation is paid to TOCs for the restriction or denial of
access e.g. planned works, over-running and emergency engineering works or on
the day disruption outside the operator's control - all of which restricts the operator
from running its agreed timetable. TOCs are not eligible for Schedule 4 or 8
compensation for changes made to train services that no longer form part of the
base plan.

In addition, from July, when the Southern franchise is merged into the Thameslink,
Southern and Great Northern Franchise (TSGN), the operator Govia Thameslink
Railway (GTR), will have in place a new Track Access Agreement. This track access
agreement will not include any access rights to the 'through' platforms at London
Bridge from July 2015 to January 2018, hence for this period, GTR will not be
entitled to any compensation in relation to works on the through platforms nor will it
be compensated for the services that are diverted away from London Bridge. GTR
will continue to have access to the terminating platforms and I expect the normal
industry arrangements to apply.



When there are service changes for planned engineering works the TOC is obliged
to publish a revised timetable in order that passengers can plan ahead and amend
their journeys.

Under the terms of the GTR franchise all revenue from fares, including the fares
element of any Schedule 4 and 8 compensation payments are passed to the
Department in line with agreed terms. This means that if the TOC is obliged to pay
out additional compensation, above what is set out in the Passengers' Charter or
provide passengers with any reduction to Fares there will be a direct impact to the
Government cost/revenue forecasts and the burden on the taxpayer. This would
also set a precedent for all future schemes and infrastructure works resulting in a
reduction in budgets for all future rail investment.

Schedule 5.7 (5) of the Southern National Rail Franchise Terms allows the
Transport Secretary to vary the terms of fares regulation. This was used to keep the
regulated fares increase for January 2015 down to a minimum. Although regulated
fares were capped at RPI+O to the benefit of commuters, it is the Government that is
required to fund operators for any such change.

Clause 4-10 of the Ticketing and Settlement Agreement (TSA) headed 'Changing or
removing a fare' does set out how a fare can be discontinued, replaced or otherwise
altered. The specific clause, 4-10 (4), sets out the conditions for changing a fare
outside one of the normal fare setting rounds, which generally relate to correcting
mistakes and fares anomalies.

In your final point you have highlighted the difference in pricing between a Gatwick
'Thameslink only' annual ticket and an annual ticket from Redhill. The Gatwick ticket
is around 6% cheaper but this ticket is only valid on Thameslink services and only
gives access to nine morning peak trains to London. The Redhill ticket is valid on
both Thameslink and Southern services giving passengers the choice of eighteen
trains to London over the same period. The equivalent 'any operator' ticket from
Gatwick is around 23% more expensive than the Redhill ticket.

GTR has committed to simplify and harmonise the fares between Thameslink and
Southern routes from stations south of Redhill. This harmonisation process will
begin once Southern is merged into GTR after which proposals will begin to be
developed. The simplification programme will be phased in over the next few years
and will be delivered through a combination of amendment to the existing fares and
an introduction of new products such as a Carnet ticket for irregular commuters, and
smart card products. GTR also has an obligation to extend Oyster PAYG to Gatwick
by September 2015. We will work with GTR to ensure this provides additional
benefits and fare choices to the passenger.

We are spending around £800m rebuilding London Bridge station as part of the
£6.5bn Thameslink Programme upgrade. When complete in 2018, the Thameslink
Programme will bring huge benefits, transforming north-south travel through London
and providing direct access to Crossrail at Farringdon.



It is important that we all recognise the scale of the task at hand. It is simply not
possible to expand and enhance our Victorian era infrastructure - as seen at London
Bridge - without some changes in services and some disruption. However, I have
been clear that we must keep disruption to a minimum and keep passengers
informed.

As you are aware from previous discussions and correspondence, in light of this it
has been necessary to reduce the number of trains from Reigate and Redhill to
London Bridge and this has made it more difficult for passengers. I also recognise
the importance of the service from Redhill to London which is why I am pleased to
note that despite the reduction in capacity at London Bridge, the TOes are able still
to provide eighteen peak trains to London. In the longer term, passengers will see
more services to London Bridge. Many other stations in the south east see a greater
reduction in services to London Bridge for the duration of the works

I do recognise that in addition to the planned timetable changes at London Bridge
there have been a number of short notice alterations to services and that these
changes have made travelling more difficult for passengers. Network Rail has said
these changes have been necessary to improve the stability and reliability of the
timetable for passengers.

I know you and passengers have lobbied for compensation as a result of the
changes, but to do so would place a large additional financial burden on this and
future major projects which would in turn increase the cost to taxpayers. I will
consider the case but we cannot make any guarantees at this point.

I do agree the delays experienced by Southern and GTR passengers since 5
January are not acceptable and I have been strongly pressing the industry to
resolve the issues as soon as possible. Officials are also in daily contact with the
Industry.
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